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RomansMeeting 13

● Writing and religion

● Religion in ancient Rome
● Law and ethics
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Upcoming dates

• Weekly online stuff:
– Thursday, 8 December First post due responding to the reading

– Sunday, 11 December Second post due responding to the discussion
No quiz this week

• Monday 12 December Research essay due via BlackBoard

• Thursday 15 December Final Exam
1:00–3:00 p.m.

• Monday 26 December Ultimate Deadline for late papers 
and resubmissions
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“The Etruscan Discipline”
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Disciplina Etrusca

 Wisdom of Tages, the infant who sprang from 
the furrows of Tarquinii

 Three books—entrails, lightning, and ceremony

 Only fragments survived—quoted or 
summarized in Roman writings
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Writing and Religion
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Literacy

 Adult male literacy under 20%

 Affected by cultural context
– Gender
– Urban vs. rural
– Social class
– Democratic vs. oligarchic
– Type of writing system

 Religion experienced orally
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Roles of writing in religion

 Codification

 Cohesion across space and time
– Sharing of rituals and practice between cities, generations
– Persistence of memory
– Persistence of heterodoxy
– Reification of the past

 Organizational complexity

 Empowerment of those who control writing
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Standardization through Literature
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Judeo-Christian scripture

 Doctrine presented as divine revelation

 Still experienced orally by most

 Writing as codification and ritual, as with 
pagans
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Romans
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Roman gods as “divine citizens” of Rome

 Were consulted before actions of the state

 Sent messages and warnings

 Received honors for Rome’s successes

 Had protected spaces set aside for them

 Effigies attended festivals and games
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Haruspicia
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Augury
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Omens and prodigies
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Sibylline Books
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Prayer and vows
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Unity of political and religious identity
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Unity of political and religious power
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Importation of cults
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Religion in the empire
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Law and Ethics
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Justice and community norms

 Ancient communities saw “justice” as meaning 
solidarity and loyalty to the community

 Gods’ task is to guarantee link between a 
person’s deeds and fate

 Gods’ arbitrary power constrained by this tie to 
human morality

 Moral norms associated with chief god and 
rulers acting through them

 Success in life and afterlife = following 
tradition, gods, ruler
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Philosophy as an alternative ethical system
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